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The packing problem is a typical combinatorial optimization problem. Simply, the 
packing problem is to pack the objects of different sizes into a defined space so as to 
obtain the specified optimal objective. The packing problem has been widely applied 
to the fields of computer science and industry, such as multiprocessor scheduling, 
memory management, goods loading and stock cutting, so the packing problem has 
great significance not only in theory but also in practice. 
Many researchers have done a lot of researches on the packing problem since 
1970s. Because the packing problem is NP complete and of high complexity, the 
general mathematical methods are hard to solve it, so heuristic algorithms have been 
widely applied to the packing problem in latest years. 
In this dissertation, it begins by reviewing and analyzing the packing problem in 
research situation, classification and algorithm. Then the mainly work lies on 
researching two dimensional rectangle packing problems. Based on summarizing the 
current mainly packing optimization algorithm, improves the bricklaying heuristic 
algorithm and combines with genetic algorithm then puts forward a new algorithm 
which based on fast layer based heuristic algorithm and genetic algorithm. 
In layer based heuristic algorithm put forward in this dissertation, improves the 
original layered rules of bricklaying heuristic algorithm. Each layer is initialized with 
either a single item or a bunch of equal-width items, select an appropriate rectangle to 
pack by fitness value conception. Adopt genetic algorithm to deciding the sequence of 
input rectangular. According to the actual situation of the problem, a multiply 
population initialization is applied and use heuristic rules to ensure the good quality of 
initial population chromosomes. In the process of genetic operations, it uses some 
improved genetic operator like distributed elite preserve, cyclic crossover-mutation, 
self-adaptive crossover-mutation probability to ensure the convergence of genetic 
algorithm. 
Experiments show that the algorithm can improve the original layered algorithm; 
and the quality of solution better than some famous algorithms like BF+GA, BF+SA 
and HRP, it can get optimal solutions for many instances by several runs. 
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